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Outer fabric and back fabric stick together.
EASY WRAPPER© is an incredibly special wrapping fabric that can be used semi-permanently.
With the special textile processing, its outer and inner fabric stick together very firmly.

However you can unwrap it by hand with exceptional ease.

Available in 4 different sizes
EASY WRAPPER© is a wrapping cloth without tapes, buttons,
zippers as such and doesn’ t unwrap when carrying in your
hand or bag.
With its cushioning characteristics, EASY WRAPPER protects
your valuable delicate items.
You can wrap large items such as tripod stands.
Outer fabric and back fabric stick together.

S

M

L

XL

It fits to your items simply by covering.

Exact
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Put EASY WRAPPER© on cameras when shooting outdoors. It protects your camera
from strong sun light or dust.
It is also useful when shooting indoors when cameras should be concealed from the
audience.
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EASY WRAPPER© / Velcro
The degrees of thickness of EASY WRAPPER© s hook side(A) and loop side(B) are 1/100 and one 1/200 to Velcro’ s fabric.
The degrees of density are 200 x and 100 x more.
Therefore, the total degree of density becomes 275 x and 100x more on hook side (A) and loop side(B) in toal.

Hook(A) Denier / Diameter Loop(B) Denier / Diameter

Hook(A) density / inE2

Loop(B) density / inE2

352

13824

Velcro

325Ｄ / 200μ

20D /50μ

EASY WRAPPER©

3.125D / 17.8μ

0.097D / 3.1μ

96768

1382400

EASY WRAPPER / Velcro

1/100 9/100

1/200 6/100

275

100

Structure of general hook
and loop fastener

Structure of EASY WRAPPER©
hook side(A) and loop side(B) don’ t get tangled to
each faces and just stick firmly.

Two faces stick to each other by hooking
with loops.
As prominent part will be worn away by
time, the sticking strength on each side
becomes weaker and weaker as time
passes by.

hook side(A)
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loop side(B)

Original Color

L
M
S

Front side：PANTONE color
Back side ：Gray

71×71cm

PU NT
I
PR

XL

Polyurethane Print
Tag

47×47cm

35×35cm
28×28cm

Front side

Back side

Existing Color
Order Made EASY WRAPPER© ( Normal or Water-proof type)

Minimum lot size of material: 142cm×200ｍ（20000cm) / 55.9 in. x 7874 in.

S size

MOQ

M size

L size

XL size

11.0 x 11.0 in.
280×280mm

13.7 x 13.7 in.
350×350mm

18.5 x 18.5 in.
470×470mm

27.9 x 27.9 in.
710×710mm

3,520

2,250

1,260

560
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Front side : Black / Blue / Red /
Camouflage / Digital Camouflage (monochrome)
Back side ：Gray

